It was an excellent experience.
We achieved our ideal lighting
control solution and remained
on time and on budget.
- Matthew Dick, IT Manager, Kalahari Resorts, Sandusky

The Convention Center
Kalahari Resorts, Sandusky, Ohio

The Ideal Lighting Control Solution
The Kalahari Convention Center hosts a wide variety of
events from large conventions and corporate training
exercises, to exquisite weddings, and small meetings. This
multi-function space demanded a lighting control system
that could accommodate the incredible flexibility of the floor
plan and provide unmatched controllability in any room.
The tight timeline of the project required that the system be
installed quickly and correctly the first time.
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Universal dimming panels saved time during installation
helping the project meet its tight deadline for completion.

The iLuminTM mobile app shown here on an iPad.

I love the global control the mobile
After
app gives me. I use it every day.
Our customers love controlling the
lighting and A/V for their events with
the tablet.
- Matthew Dick, IT Manager, Kalahari Resorts, Sandusky

Cooper Controls exceeded our
expectations. I have already
recommended them to others.
- Matthew Dick, IT Manager, Kalahari Resorts, Sandusky
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Cooper Controls exceeded our
expectations. I have already
recommended them to others.
- Matthew Dick, IT Manager, Kalahari Resorts, Sandusky

Unmatched Mobile Control for Clients and Staff
The Kalahari Operations team uses the iLumin mobile app
to control the lighting throughout the convention center with
an iPad. Whether turning lights On and Off, showcasing
the capabilities of the space to a potential customer, or
programming the lighting scenes for an upcoming event,
the Kalahari team accomplishes it all from one mobile
control. This mobile app has become so popular that
the Kalahari Convention Center now offers clients the
opportunity to program and manage the lighting and A/V for
their own event from an iPad and many do.

Faster, Easier Wiring Phase with Universal Dimming Panels
The lighting design of the Kalahari Convention Center
incorporated many different lighting sources into nearly
every space. The iLuminTM universal dimming panel saved
time during the wiring phase of the project by eliminating
the need to match every light source with its sourcespecific dimming card, a mix and match practice commonly
required when wiring traditional dimming panels. Instead,
the universal dimming panel uses a universal dimming card
that is capable of dimming any light source, allowing for
dramatically faster and easier system installation.

The straightforward wiring of the
universal dimming panel gave us a
definite advantage in completing
this job on time.
- Keith Buckley, Project Manager, South Shore Electric, Inc.

We ended up making some changes
late in the game and the Cooper
Controls support team was
After
extremely helpful.
- Keith Buckley, Project Manager, South Shore Electric, Inc.

Universal Dimming Card
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support. From the design and construction team, to the
building owner, or end user, Cooper Controls is committed
to meeting the needs and expectations of each of its
customers.

We ended up making some changes
late in the game and the Cooper
Controls support team was
extremely helpful.
- Keith Buckley, Project Manager, South Shore Electric, Inc.
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